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ABSTRACT

A pseudorandum n~ber generator, like a multiplicative congruential generator,
depends on its initial value or seed. The computer may aelect a seed using ite
internal clock. Alternatively the simulation analyst may use Fiahman's tables
with seeds spaced 100,000 apart. Probleme ariae if consecutive aimulation runs
can not be made in a single terminal aession. Theoretically the concepts of
sampling with and without replacement are involved. Practically the user is
permitted to select the option he finda simplest. Runs for different simulated
systems may use common seeds to decrease the variability; the correct analy~
sis, however, is a controversial issue; the internal clock is an impractical
source since its internal (binary) repreaentation must be saved.

Keywords
Random number generation, statistical analysis, sampling, variance reduction.

INTRODUCTION

Thie note was inspired by the following practical queationa. How should the
seed of a pseudorandom number generator be specified, i.e., ehould that seed
be sampled or be taken from a table with seeds "a 100,000 apart" as Fishman
(1978) proposed? If the seed is to be sampled, how can thia atatistical con-
cept be realized? And if Fishman's proposal is followed, then his tablea
should be extended to pseudorandom number generatore ímplemented on different
(micro)computers. The líterature does not address the above queetiona expli-
citly, and concentratea on the design and analysis of pseudorandom generators,
treating seeda as a minor detail. The present note does not pretend to preaent
new concepte. It does try to provide practical answers; it alao sketches theo-
retical concepts that othera may wiah to develop further.

THE PROBLEM

The most popular pseudorandom number generatora are multiplicative congruen-
tial: in eq. (1) the symbol a denotes a(constant) multiplier, b an additive
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constant, m the modulo, and these three parameters are nonnegative integers (b
may be zero):

xi s(a xi-1 t b) mod m ( i-1,2,...)

Numbers between zero and one (0 C r1 ~ 1) result from

(1)

(2)

The literature discusses the epecification of the parametera a, b and m in
great detail, including atatistical tests of the independence of sucessive
pseudorandom numbers (ex post, empirical analysis) and (a priori, deductive)
mathematical analysis (based on number theory). For a recent review aee Ripley
(198~); also see any handbook on simulation.

In practice the simulationist uses a computer with a given generator, i.e.,
the computer comes with given valuea for the parameters a, b and m. The uaer,
however, does have control over the initial value or aeed xo. And he (or ahe)
wants to make a nianber of "runs" with the simulation program, for example, he
models a gas station as a queuing ayatem with random arrival and service
times; he wanta to simulate the existíng gas station duríng nl daye
(nl ~ 1); next he wants to add one more pump to the existíng syatem and simu-
late ita operation during n2 days (n2 ~ 1), and so on. How ahould the analyat
select the seeds í n his simulation experiment (x~j) in run j with j~l,...,n,
and xU(k) in run k with lal,...,n2, etc.)?

ALTERNATIVE SOURCES FOR THE SEED

The default option

The user may decide (explicitly or ímplicitly, i.e., knowingly or wlthout rea-
lizing it) to let the computer decide on the seed. Usually the computer gene-
rates a seed through its internal clock, i.e., the computer looks at ita "dí-
gital watch" and uses the numbers repreaenting time to fix the seed ( also see
Ripley, 1984). Some (older) computers syatems have a different default option,
i.e., they always start with the same seed (for example,
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12345678 x 231). This second variant meana that all simulation experiments
using the default option, are dependent. Consequently, if the experimenta in-
vestigate [he same system, then the conclusiona are less general. Also, all
experiments with the latter default option, use only part of the total pseudo-
random number stream (the cycle length or period); thís part may happen to
have bad statistical properties. Wíth the first option (internal clock) the

bad and good parts of the cycle have the same chance, asetmming the internal

clock generates random seeds (a "good" random number generator alao has "bad"
parts, for example, hundred 6's in a row do reault if a good die is thrown

long enough).

F.xternal sources for seeds

The user may select a aeed himself. In practice many users are lazy and pick
the same simple seed (like x0 a 123) ín all their simulation experimenta (when
selecting passwords for a computer security system, many usera show a similar
laziness). Selecting a common seed in all símulation experiments has disad-
vantages, discussed above. These disadvantages can be eliminated as follows.

Fishman (1978, pp. 481-487) gives tables with seeds "spaced 100,000 apart"
(say xÓl), x~2),..., so that after initalizing with xÓl) 100,000 calls to the
generator yield x0(2) and so on). If the user aelects two eeeds from these
tablea, he knows that his two simulation runs have non-overlapping streams of
pseudorandom numbers. This overlap becomes of ínterest if several rune, each
which its own seed, are conaidered; see the next section. Firet note, however,
that Fiahman gives these tablea for only three different generatora. So if the
user chooses Fishman's option, he may have to construct auch a table for his
own specific generator (for example, he may use the generator for microcomptir
ters proposed by Thesen, 1985).

MORE SEEDS IN ONE EXPERIMENT

The user certainly makes more than one run. The present section will ehow how
the simulationist may select, explicitly or implicitly, the seeds of the nl
runs with the same simulation program (in the preceding example, he simulated
nl days of the existing gas atation).
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The simplest situatíon occura, if the user makes these nl runa in a aingle
terminal sessíon or batch: aEter run 1 terminates, run 2 starts with the next
pseudorandom number, for example, if run 1 stops after S00 numbers are used,
then run 2 uses x500 as seed in eq. (1).

A different aituation exists, if the user makes the nl runs in more than one
session. There are then several sources:
(1) The internal clock (see the preceding section).
(2) Takes with seeds 100,000 apart (again see that aection).
(3) A computer log, i.e., the computer eaves the last pseudorandom number used

in the previous sesaíon. This option hns one major practical drnwback,
namely, internally the computer uses more blts than presented externally
(on the screen or paper output). So the user cannot feed in the externally
presented number as he can with Fiahman's tabulated numbera. He would have
to "dig" into his microcomputer or turn to the syatem analyst of his com-
puter center. The differences between the options (1) and (2) are investi-
gated in the next subsection.

Sampling with and without replacement

If the analyst uses the internal clock to epecify the seed for the next run,
then overlap between runs may occur. Using the tabiilated seeds guarantees non-
overlapping streama of pseudorandom numbera. Many authora consider this over-
lap as undesirable; see Fishman (1978), Mihram (1983, p. 30), Schruben and
Margolin (1978, p. 507). However, theoretically sampling with replacement al-
ways means that sampling the same values is not impossible (for example, if
from an urn with 1,000,000 balls a first sample of 5 balls is taken and next a
second sample of 5 balls is taken, then the aecond sample may contain one or
more individual balls of the first sample, provided the first sample was re-
placed). Sampling without replacement yields a certain dependence (the balls
of the first sample cannot be sampled in the second sample). The difference
between sampling with respectively wíthout replacement becomes smaller, the
bigger the populatton is. in the well-known urn example, the probabílity laws
are known as the binomial and the hypergeometríc dlstributions respectively;



these distributions have the same mean but the variance of the hypergeometric
distribution is:

n
var ( E xi) - n P(1-p) N-1is 1

(3)

where xi is 0 or 1(white or red ball), n is the sample siae (tr5 in the
example), N is the population aize (Ns1,000,000) and P(xl~l) ~ p. Ae N increa-
ses, eq. (3) approaches n p(1-p), the variance of the binomial diatribution
(sampling with replacement).

Sampling with replacement is the procedure generally advocated in atatiatical
handbooks, since it creates independence and simplifiea the atatistical analy-
sis! In the simulation literature, however, many authors advocate sampling
without replacement (aee the referencea above). In practice, the difference
between the two procedurea is negligible, aince the paeudorandom number gene-
rator has a very long period. Therefore the ueer may chooae the procedure he
finds simplest. He probably let the computer select the seed through the in-
ternal clock, instead of using Fishman's tables or creating hie own table. An
exception occurs, if the user wants to apply the variance reduction techniquee
diacussed in the next section. Firat, however, we add a note.

The multiplicatíve generator (see eqs. 1 and 2) implies that ri ~ ri~ (unlesa
the parameters a, b and m are poorly chosen so that unacceptable atatistical
properties reault) with i~ i' and i, i' ~ 1, 2,...,h where h denotes the
cycle length. But this property means that sampling within the simulation run
occura without replacement. Theoretically, thie property conflicts with the
aimulation model which specífies independent interarrival times. Fractically
speaking, the dependence created by sampling without replacement, !a negligi-
ble; aee the discuesion of eq. (3). Moreover, if the random input variable is
diacrete (counterexample: exponental interarrival times) then different paeu-
dorandom numbers may generate identícal variates.

COMMON PSEUDORANDOM NUMBERS

In the gas atation example, the two varianta (namely the exiating eystem and
the system augmented with one more pump) may be eimulated ueing the eame paeu-
dorandom arrival pattern of cuatomers, i.e., uaing two identical seeds (fot
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the moment, it is assumed that arrival timea are the only random component of
the model). Common seeda create common paeudorandom number streams ( or vec-
tor r) . Common seeds tend to reduce the variance of the difference between
two simulation responses: var (x-y) a var(x) f var(y) - 2 var(x,y). More gene-
rally, if many system variants are simulated, all with the same seed, then
their differences tend to be estimated more accurately. Unfortunatelq, the
statistical analyais of a simulation experiment with a common eeed is contro-
versial. Some authors analyse such an experiment uaing the concept of blocka;
see Schruben (1979, pp. 239, 247-248) and also Anderaon and Sargent (1974, p.

134), Lin and Rardin (1979, pp. 1261-1262), Schatzoff (1981, pp. 853-854).

Other authors doubt the validity of the blockinq model: Kleijnen (1975, p.

355), Nozari et al. (1984), Wilson (1984). And Mihram (1972, 1983) defends a
different view. Recently Kleijnen (1986) propoaed one more model. So common
seeds create confuaion, when it comes to the proper analysis.

An additional practical problem is that multiple seeds per run are deaired.
The reason is that in order to create a strong poeitive correlation between
the responaes of two or more system variants, it is advisable to use aeparate
p9eudorandom nimber streams per type of variable, for example, one etream for
arrival times of cuetumera and one atream for aervice times of pump operators.
(In simple systema a single seed sufficea, for example 1n the gae station the
pseudorandom numbers rl, r3, r5,... are used for arrival timea and r2, r4,
r6,... for service times so that no "synchronization" problem arisea; see

Kleijnen, 1974, p. 201.) The sourcea for the firat K aeeds (suppoaing R types
of input variables per run; K~ 1) are the same as in the situation with a
single input variable (K~1), namely Fishman's tables and the internal clock.
(The clock increases with one tick per pulse so that by the time the simula-
tion program asks for the next aeed, the clock has been ticking away for a
"long time".) However, if the K system variants do not run ín parallel, then
the state of the internal clock must be saved; the externally displayed clock
is inaccurate. So for all practical purposea, common seeds requíre externally
provided aeeds like Fiahman's tables.

(Mihram 1983, p. 30), notes that mutiple seeda can be represented by a single
seed, concatenating the K individual seeds. Antithetic paeudorandom numbers
form a different variance reduction technique which, however, involves the
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same issues as common random numbers do; see the referencea above. Common
seeds are also useful in debugging, i.e., the corrected simulation program
uses the same aeed as the original program.

CONCLUSIONS

Statistical modela are only approxlmatione of reality. For example, the uni-

form distribution is used to model a"good" dle and a"good" pseudorandom n~-

ber generator respectively. Selecting seeds "randomly" and "100,000 apart" may

be modelled as sampling with and without replacement respectively. The dif-

ference between [hese two models is negligible, if the population size is big,
as ís the case with pseudorandom numbers. Therefore practical conaiderations

may guide the simulation analyst, for example, can the internal representation

of the computer clock be saved, and do Fishman's tablea apply to the generator

at hand?
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